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When schools across the nation shuttered their facilities to safeguard against the 
spread of COVID-19, all teachers were forced to make an immediate pivot to remote 
instruction. Those early days and months of the pandemic were fraught with 
uncertainty for educators who had, as a result of their experiences and training, only 
been accustomed to in-person teaching and learning.  

At the Charles Sposato Graduate School of Education, an educator preparation 
program in Boston focused on training teachers via a residency model, we knew that 
we had to quickly understand and mobilize around the appropriate methods for 
preparing educators to be successful in the remote setting. Now, after much trial 
and error over the course of the better part of a year, we have a clearer picture of 
the specific considerations that school leaders should take into account when hiring 
novice teachers to teach in remote environments.  
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Sposato’s October 2020 Graduation Ceremony 

Our approach to preparing teachers has always been aligned with our 
values: strengthen the team, invest in relationships and strive for excellence. In the 
remote environment, we’re finding that close alignment with the Sposato values is 
essential to not only the development of effective teaching practices, but also to the 
environments—whether in-person or virtual—those newly prepared novices will 
step into as lead teachers. 

We offer the following insights to school leaders who are understandably challenged 
by the prospect of hiring remote teachers into school communities with new modes 
of teaching and learning.  

BUILD A WEB OF SUPPORT 

It’s widely understood that novice teacher induction is an important part of the 
beginning teacher experience, providing support for acclimating to unfamiliar 
school environments and useful instructional guidance. 

“IN THE REMOTE LEARNING CONTEXT ESPECIALLY, COMPREHENSIVE 
WEBS OF SUPPORT FOR NEW TEACHERS ARE CRUCIAL BECAUSE THE RISK 

OF SOCIAL AND PROFESSIONAL ISOLATION IS MAGNIFIED.” 
In the remote learning context especially, comprehensive webs of support for new 
teachers are crucial because the risk of social and professional isolation is 
magnified. Sposato collaborates with school leaders and other staff at our partner 



sites to ensure that trainees are adequately coached, mentored, advised and 
managed during their residency year. The result is a carefully crafted web of 
support for each trainee, comprised of distinct elements that are inextricably linked 
in both purpose and practice.  

One of the more interesting things that we’ve noticed in this year of remote 
instruction is the potential for reciprocity that’s embedded within the mentor-
trainee dynamic. Teaching today requires a greater level of technological skill than 
ever before, and experienced teachers may face a steep learning curve with regard 
to instructional technology and learning the ins and outs of new and unfamiliar 
technological platforms. Novice teachers, too, must contend with these challenges; 
however, many are well-versed and skilled in the technological arena, having had 
access to the Internet for most, if not all, of their lives. 

“CONSIDER THE UNIQUE ASSETS THAT NOVICES POSSESS, AND 
EFFECTIVELY LEVERAGE THEM TO ENHANCE STAFF DEVELOPMENT 

OVERALL.” 
As school leaders welcome new teachers into their community next school year, we 
urge them to consider the unique assets that novices possess, and effectively 
leverage them to enhance staff development overall.    

KNOW YOUR TEACHERS  

Investigating and leveraging the unique assets of novice teachers would be 
impossible without established relationships because they’re at the core of what 
makes new teachers feel valued and appreciated. These strong relationships proved 
helpful this year as leaders at one of our partner sites balanced formally gathered 
survey data with what they learned from informal online conversation to conclude 
that some of our trainees were catching on to the new software systems more 
quickly than the veteran staff. As a result, these trainees—with help from a veteran 
instructional coach—planned and led professional development for the entire staff 
during their second week on the job! 

Sposato prioritizes building relationships with our residents, even when we can’t 
connect with them in person. Here are a few strategies that have served us well in 
both virtual and brick-and-mortar environments:  

• Survey early and often. Surveys are a low-lift way to gain a lot of 
information about your new teachers. For example, you can use information 
that you learn from a survey—such as a particular skill, need or interest of a 
teacher—to link that teacher to an appropriate mentor who has a point of 
connection, a complementary skill set, or who may even stand to learn 
something from that teacher.  



• Schedule listening conferences. Conducting virtual listening conferences 
where trainees are given opportunities to share even more about themselves 
and voice their concerns through 1:1 dialogue is a useful way to make sure 
that new staff feel heard and valued. We recommend that school leadership 
schedule time to meet with new teachers individually whenever possible to 
ask what has gone well, what they wish was different, and whether they have 
ideas for addressing their concerns. 

• Be present. We cannot underestimate the importance of being present and 
available to new educators. In the virtual setting, these interactions can play 
out in a variety of ways, such as an instructional coach joining a new teacher 
professional development discussion group on Zoom or a mentor popping 
into a classroom (real or remote) to conduct an informal, non-evaluative 
observation. Whatever strategies you employ, do your best to cultivate a 
school culture that ensures someone is always there and available for your 
new teacher to access in times of need.  

ESTABLISH A CLEAR VISION FOR TRAINING 

Keep in mind that new teachers won’t be master teachers by the end of the 
semester! An incremental approach to outcomes has proven more effective than 
expecting them to get better at everything at once. At Sposato, we have 
a radical growth mindset when it comes to adults, believing that great teachers are 
developed through direct support and ongoing coaching.  

We provide a great deal of coaching support to get teachers ready for the classroom. 
Each time one of our trainees step (or “Zoom”) in front of students, a coach or 
mentor teacher is also there to observe and provide feedback. Our coaching model is 
built around making small, actionable changes that will have a significant impact 
over time. Each coaching session focuses on one small action, like, giving clear 
directions, establishing a strong presence while delivering online instruction, or 
effectively utilizing online breakout rooms to conduct quick, informal conversations 
with students during independent practice. All of these discrete skills, however 
minor, have a cumulative effect on our new teachers’ development.  

“DEVELOP PROTOCOLS FOR ENSURING THAT NEW TEACHERS ARE FULLY 
SUPPORTED IN MAKING INCREMENTAL IMPROVEMENTS TO THEIR 

PRACTICE.” 
While school leaders tasked with hiring for the fall may not have had the resources 
to implement full-on coaching models, we do know that staff training and 
development constitutes a typical and necessary part of yearly planning in most 
schools. With that in mind, we urge school leaders to leverage the resources at their 
disposal—as well as the advantages afforded through new technologies—to develop 



protocols for ensuring that new teachers are fully supported in making incremental 
improvements to their practice. With strategic and deliberate planning, your new 
teachers can surely thrive.  

 

 

### 

The Charles Sposato Graduate School of Education (Sposato) is a unique and successful 
graduate school of education that is approved by the Massachusetts Department of Higher 
Education to grant Master’s in Effective Teaching (MET) degrees. Sposato’s mission is to 

prepare unusually effective first-year teachers, who train as residents and associate teachers in 
high-performing public schools in Boston, to succeed in high-poverty schools. Through Sposato, 

we aim to uncover new insights about the nature of great teaching and then develop, validate, 
and disseminate innovative approaches to teacher preparation. 
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